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Ad9850 DDS Signal Generator Module

AD9850 DDS module, note the TXC oscillator part. I haven't managed to find this exact oscillator module in their product list, but as most of their production.

Only US$9.89, buy Produino AD9850 40MHz DDS Signal Generator Module - Blue from DealExtreme with free shipping now. Project: DDS Signal Generator (Function Generator) based on the AD9850 The AD9850 module costs less than the chip (AD9850), about $9 on ebay. 

0-30MH2 DDS VFO & Signal Generator Manual (for AD9850 Module) V3.10. VFO & Signal Generator Short Kit (for liliooiuie) Visit). This board will control one. AD9850 DDS DSP Signal Generator Module 0-40MHz Sine Wave for Arduino in Laptops & Computer Peripherals, Computer Components, Other Computer. Signal generators are a useful piece of kit to have on your electronics bench. ebay.com/itm/0-40MHz-AD9850-DDS-signal-generator-module. The quick & dirty way based on a DDS module bought on eBay This project is a new implementation of the AVR DDS signal generator v2.0 found on synthesizer is a set of 2 Analog Devices AD9850 direct digital synthesis (DDS) chips.

Cheap ad9850 dds, Buy Quality equip batteries directly from China equipment construction Suppliers: The main function characteristics:*

DDS outputs sinewave and square wave upto 40 MHz. DDS is a new method to generate analog signals controlled by 32 bit control word. DDS replaces VCO.

AD9850 DDS VFO By Earl Rubin 4Z4TJ. AD9850 DDS VFO Earl Rubin 4Z4TJ While shopping on line I came across a AD9850 DDS Signal Generator Module.
I have a cheap AD9850 module but I'm having troubles interfacing it with the AD9850-function-generator-SPI-driver - a mercurial repository / mbed. I tried it.